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Statistics/Data analysis

      name:  <unnamed>
       log:  V:\\RIECE DATA\RIECE_RELEASE V3-2017-2018/codebook\2018\b13.scml
  log type:  smcl
 opened on:   5 Jan 2024, 09:58:18

1 . codebookr _all,all

               Dataset:  V:\RIECE DATA\RIECE_RELEASE V3-2017-2018/codebook\b13_run.dta
            Last saved:   5 Jan 2024 09:58

                 Label:  [none]
   Number of variables:  43
Number of observations:  1,397
                  Size:  289,179 bytes ignoring labels, etc.
         Unique Values:  A list of all of the possible non-missing values
                         for the variable and the description of the values.
 Unique Missing Values:  There are four types of missing values

              .a or RF: The subject explicitly refused to answer the question
                        when he or she should have.
              .b or NA: The subject was never asked the question
                        for one reason or another. Usually this results
                        from “skip patterns” that occur.
              .c or DK: The subject was unable to answer the question
                        either because he or she had no opinion or because
                        the required information was not available.
              .d or MI: Items should be filled out but have no data entry found.
                        This is enumerator's own mistake. The circumstances
                        can be interviewers failing to ask a question
                        or forgetting to record a response

      Numeric Missing*:   .a                     String Missing*:   RF
                          .b                                        NA
                          .c                                        DK
                          .d                                        MI

cid                                                                        children id

                  type:  string (str18)

         unique values:  1,397                    missing "":  0/1,397

              examples:  "201591160604207H1"
                         "201691131001062H1"
                         "201691160105024H1"
                         "201691161708105H1"

iyear                                                                             year

                  type:  string (str4)

         unique values:  2                        missing "":  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.  Value
                           517  "2015"
                           880  "2016"

hhid                                                                      household id

                  type:  string (str15)

         unique values:  1,197                    missing "":  0/1,397
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              examples:  "201591160604207"
                         "201691131001041"
                         "201691160105024"
                         "201691161708105"

prov                                                                          province

                  type:  string (str2)

         unique values:  2                        missing "":  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.  Value
                         1,259  "91"
                           138  "93"

amp                                                                             amphoe

                  type:  string (str2)

         unique values:  7                        missing "":  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.  Value
                           138  "12"
                           241  "13"
                           116  "14"
                           136  "15"
                           514  "16"
                            41  "17"
                           211  "18"

tam                                                                             tambon

                  type:  string (str2)

         unique values:  15                       missing "":  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.  Value
                            63  "01"
                           214  "02"
                           122  "04"
                            53  "05"
                            53  "06"
                            63  "07"
                            56  "08"
                            92  "09"
                           122  "10"
                            89  "11"
                           141  "13"
                            42  "14"
                           137  "15"
                            96  "17"
                            54  "19"

moo                                                                                moo

                  type:  string (str2)

         unique values:  21                       missing "":  0/1,397
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            tabulation:  Freq.  Value
                           153  "01"
                            62  "02"
                           141  "03"
                           148  "04"
                           116  "05"
                           145  "06"
                            76  "07"
                           143  "08"
                            87  "09"
                            70  "10"
                            50  "11"
                            39  "12"
                            38  "13"
                            10  "14"
                            12  "15"
                            36  "16"
                             8  "17"
                            12  "18"
                            26  "19"
                            18  "22"
                             7  "24"

strucid                                                                   structure ID

                  type:  string (str3)

         unique values:  182                      missing "":  0/1,397

              examples:  "011"
                         "035"
                         "070"
                         "147"

bpi1                                    Children change their mood or feelings quickly

                  type:  numeric (byte)
                 label:  bpi1

                 range:  [0,5]                        units:  1
         unique values:  4                        missing .:  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.   Numeric  Label
                            10         0  not happen
                           406         1  not encounter
                           667         3  sometimes
                           314         5  usually

bpi2                               Children feeling or complaining about being unloved

                  type:  numeric (byte)
                 label:  bpi2

                 range:  [0,5]                        units:  1
         unique values:  4                        missing .:  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.   Numeric  Label
                             6         0  not happen
                           864         1  not encounter
                           440         3  sometimes
                            87         5  usually

bpi3                                     Child is rather irritable stressed or anxious
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                  type:  numeric (byte)
                 label:  bpi3

                 range:  [0,5]                        units:  1
         unique values:  4                        missing .:  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.   Numeric  Label
                            10         0  not happen
                           989         1  not encounter
                           343         3  sometimes
                            55         5  usually

bpi4                                                   Child is cheater or like to lie

                  type:  numeric (byte)
                 label:  bpi4

                 range:  [0,5]                        units:  1
         unique values:  4                        missing .:  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.   Numeric  Label
                            10         0  not happen
                           965         1  not encounter
                           386         3  sometimes
                            36         5  usually

bpi5                                                Child is overly scared or agitated

                  type:  numeric (byte)
                 label:  bpi5

                 range:  [0,5]                        units:  1
         unique values:  4                        missing .:  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.   Numeric  Label
                            10         0  not happen
                         1,151         1  not encounter
                           195         3  sometimes
                            41         5  usually

bpi6                                                           Child too argumentative

                  type:  numeric (byte)
                 label:  bpi6

                 range:  [0,5]                        units:  1
         unique values:  4                        missing .:  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.   Numeric  Label
                             2         0  not happen
                           793         1  not encounter
                           492         3  sometimes
                           110         5  usually

bpi7                             Child can't stay focused on one thing for a long time

                  type:  numeric (byte)
                 label:  bpi7

                 range:  [0,5]                        units:  1
         unique values:  4                        missing .:  0/1,397
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            tabulation:  Freq.   Numeric  Label
                            12         0  not happen
                           889         1  not encounter
                           419         3  sometimes
                            77         5  usually

bpi8                                            Child is confused or easily distracted

                  type:  numeric (byte)
                 label:  bpi8

                 range:  [0,5]                        units:  1
         unique values:  4                        missing .:  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.   Numeric  Label
                             7         0  not happen
                         1,264         1  not encounter
                           117         3  sometimes
                             9         5  usually

bpi9                                              Child likes to bully or bully others

                  type:  numeric (byte)
                 label:  bpi9

                 range:  [0,5]                        units:  1
         unique values:  4                        missing .:  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.   Numeric  Label
                            16         0  not happen
                         1,003         1  not encounter
                           293         3  sometimes
                            85         5  usually

bpi10                                         Child is stubborn or disobedient at home

                  type:  numeric (byte)
                 label:  bpi10

                 range:  [0,5]                        units:  1
         unique values:  4                        missing .:  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.   Numeric  Label
                             2         0  not happen
                           484         1  not encounter
                           760         3  sometimes
                           151         5  usually

bpi11                               Children do not feel sorry when they make mistakes

                  type:  numeric (byte)
                 label:  bpi11

                 range:  [0,5]                        units:  1
         unique values:  4                        missing .:  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.   Numeric  Label
                            25         0  not happen
                           830         1  not encounter
                           458         3  sometimes
                            84         5  usually
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bpi12                                 Child difficult to get along with other children

                  type:  numeric (byte)
                 label:  bpi12

                 range:  [0,5]                        units:  1
         unique values:  4                        missing .:  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.   Numeric  Label
                             9         0  not happen
                         1,236         1  not encounter
                           112         3  sometimes
                            40         5  usually

bpi13                           Child is act hastily or does anything without thinking

                  type:  numeric (byte)
                 label:  bpi13

                 range:  [0,5]                        units:  1
         unique values:  4                        missing .:  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.   Numeric  Label
                            30         0  not happen
                           910         1  not encounter
                           416         3  sometimes
                            41         5  usually

bpi14                                   Child feel worthless or feeling of inferiority

                  type:  numeric (byte)
                 label:  bpi14

                 range:  [0,5]                        units:  1
         unique values:  4                        missing .:  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.   Numeric  Label
                            19         0  not happen
                         1,249         1  not encounter
                           122         3  sometimes
                             7         5  usually

bpi15                                             Other children don't like this child

                  type:  numeric (byte)
                 label:  bpi15

                 range:  [0,5]                        units:  1
         unique values:  4                        missing .:  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.   Numeric  Label
                            29         0  not happen
                         1,221         1  not encounter
                           132         3  sometimes
                            15         5  usually

bpi16                Child is obsessed and will not stop thinking until get the answer

                  type:  numeric (byte)
                 label:  bpi16
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                 range:  [0,5]                        units:  1
         unique values:  4                        missing .:  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.   Numeric  Label
                            15         0  not happen
                         1,205         1  not encounter
                           151         3  sometimes
                            26         5  usually

bpi17                                Child unable to sit or stay still for a long time

                  type:  numeric (byte)
                 label:  bpi17

                 range:  [0,5]                        units:  1
         unique values:  4                        missing .:  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.   Numeric  Label
                             5         0  not happen
                           794         1  not encounter
                           417         3  sometimes
                           181         5  usually

bpi18                                            Child is stubborn and easily angered 

                  type:  numeric (byte)
                 label:  bpi18

                 range:  [0,5]                        units:  1
         unique values:  4                        missing .:  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.   Numeric  Label
                             3         0  not happen
                           585         1  not encounter
                           639         3  sometimes
                           170         5  usually

bpi19            Child is strong temper and have difficulty controlling their emotions

                  type:  numeric (byte)
                 label:  bpi19

                 range:  [0,5]                        units:  1
         unique values:  4                        missing .:  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.   Numeric  Label
                             9         0  not happen
                         1,072         1  not encounter
                           273         3  sometimes
                            43         5  usually

bpi20                                         Child appears unhappy, sad, or depressed

                  type:  numeric (byte)
                 label:  bpi20

                 range:  [0,5]                        units:  1
         unique values:  4                        missing .:  0/1,397
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            tabulation:  Freq.   Numeric  Label
                             7         0  not happen
                         1,327         1  not encounter
                            60         3  sometimes
                             3         5  usually

bpi21                                 Child is introvert and do not mingle with others

                  type:  numeric (byte)
                 label:  bpi21

                 range:  [0,5]                        units:  1
         unique values:  4                        missing .:  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.   Numeric  Label
                             8         0  not happen
                         1,314         1  not encounter
                            66         3  sometimes
                             9         5  usually

bpi22                                        Children have destructive behavior things

                  type:  numeric (byte)
                 label:  bpi22

                 range:  [0,5]                        units:  1
         unique values:  4                        missing .:  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.   Numeric  Label
                             9         0  not happen
                         1,005         1  not encounter
                           337         3  sometimes
                            46         5  usually

bpi23                                                       Children addicted to adult

                  type:  numeric (byte)
                 label:  bpi23

                 range:  [0,5]                        units:  1
         unique values:  4                        missing .:  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.   Numeric  Label
                             2         0  not happen
                           329         1  not encounter
                           507         3  sometimes
                           559         5  usually

bpi24                                                              Child is cry easily

                  type:  numeric (byte)
                 label:  bpi24

                 range:  [0,5]                        units:  1
         unique values:  4                        missing .:  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.   Numeric  Label
                             2         0  not happen
                           667         1  not encounter
                           477         3  sometimes
                           251         5  usually
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bpi25                                               Children likes to demand attention

                  type:  numeric (byte)
                 label:  bpi25

                 range:  [0,5]                        units:  1
         unique values:  4                        missing .:  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.   Numeric  Label
                             6         0  not happen
                           713         1  not encounter
                           538         3  sometimes
                           140         5  usually

bpi26                                   Children tend to be overly dependent on others

                  type:  numeric (byte)
                 label:  bpi26

                 range:  [0,5]                        units:  1
         unique values:  4                        missing .:  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.   Numeric  Label
                             5         0  not happen
                           971         1  not encounter
                           359         3  sometimes
                            62         5  usually

bpi27                      Child are paranoid feel like someone was going to hurt them

                  type:  numeric (byte)
                 label:  bpi27

                 range:  [0,5]                        units:  1
         unique values:  4                        missing .:  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.   Numeric  Label
                             7         0  not happen
                         1,326         1  not encounter
                            60         3  sometimes
                             4         5  usually

bpi28                              Children like to hang out with mischievous children

                  type:  numeric (byte)
                 label:  bpi28

                 range:  [0,5]                        units:  1
         unique values:  4                        missing .:  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.   Numeric  Label
                            48         0  not happen
                         1,263         1  not encounter
                            79         3  sometimes
                             7         5  usually

bpi29                                        Children likes to keep secrets to herself

                  type:  numeric (byte)
                 label:  bpi29
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                 range:  [0,5]                        units:  1
         unique values:  4                        missing .:  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.   Numeric  Label
                            55         0  not happen
                         1,262         1  not encounter
                            70         3  sometimes
                            10         5  usually

bpi30                                                         Children excessive worry

                  type:  numeric (byte)
                 label:  bpi30

                 range:  [0,5]                        units:  1
         unique values:  4                        missing .:  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.   Numeric  Label
                             8         0  not happen
                         1,343         1  not encounter
                            42         3  sometimes
                             4         5  usually

bpi31                                       Child is stubborn or disobedient at school

                  type:  numeric (byte)
                 label:  bpi31

                 range:  [0,5]                        units:  1
         unique values:  4                        missing .:  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.   Numeric  Label
                           229         0  not happen
                           850         1  not encounter
                           286         3  sometimes
                            32         5  usually

bpi32                                 Child has a hard time getting along with teacher

                  type:  numeric (byte)
                 label:  bpi32

                 range:  [0,5]                        units:  1
         unique values:  4                        missing .:  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.   Numeric  Label
                            44         0  not happen
                         1,305         1  not encounter
                            41         3  sometimes
                             7         5  usually

note                                                    Interviewer note (unavailable)

                  type:  string (str113), but longest is str0

         unique values:  0                        missing "":  1,397/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.  Value
                         1,397  ""

year_survey                                                                year survey
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                  type:  numeric (int)

                 range:  [2018,2018]                  units:  1
         unique values:  1                        missing .:  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.  Value
                         1,397  2018
                  mean:      2018
              std. dev:         0

           percentiles:        10%       25%       50%       75%       90%
                              2018      2018      2018      2018      2018

survey_name                                                               survey round

                  type:  string (str12)

         unique values:  1                        missing "":  0/1,397

            tabulation:  Freq.  Value
                         1,397  "RESURVEY2018"

2 . log close
      name:  <unnamed>
       log:  V:\\RIECE DATA\RIECE_RELEASE V3-2017-2018/codebook\2018\b13.scml
  log type:  smcl
 closed on:   5 Jan 2024, 09:58:19


